TOKEN SALE
SUMMARY

PROJECT
INTRODUCTION

Start of Token Crowd sale: Date
01-07-2020
Duration: 180 days
Token symbol: GLD
Token standard: ERC-20 (For
Token Sale)
Soft cap: 300 million USD
Hard cap: 1 Billion USD Total
token supply: 1,000,000,000
Token price: 1.00 USD per token
Bonus allocation: 30%

Goldario is the world’s first-ever platform that
revolutionizes the entire eco-cycle involved in the
mining, manufacturing, polishing and retail business
of precious metals (gold) ad precious stones
(emerald). It serves as a financial instrument that isa
digitized share in gold and emerald mines, in-house
jewelry production factories and jewelry retail
businesses for the global market.

Our Vision
We envision to revolutionize the entire eco-cycle of
the precious metal industry by utilizing the power of
innovative technologies, i.e., blockchain,
cryptography, smart contracts, and Fintech. We aim
to create an ecosystem whereby everyone—whether
individuals with lower investment minimums, HNIs or
venture capital organizations — can invest in a
potential underlying business while also taking care of
security, auditability, and liquidity.

Our Mission
Goldario aims to be the world’s leading platform
of choice for consumers and businesses dealing in
the precious metal industry. It strives to allow users
to obtain and have entitlement over physical
mines, jewelry production factories, and jewelry
retail businesses from across the world, and in
doing so, create potential underlying asset
backing to GLD Token.

Funds
Distribution Plan

Token Allocation
Sale via Block

Direct Investments

Processor

Marketing and Bounses

Bonus allocation

Operations

in BP

Platform development

Sale Via Exchanges

Team development

Discounted sale

Founders team

Bounty Programs

Problems & their Solutions
Restrictive Accessibility

Enabling access for all by offering blockchain-based cryptographic

Centralization of business model

Decentralization through tokenization of underlying business and
distributed value

Trust deficit between transacting parties

Trustless deeds and transparent transactions through blockchain-based
Smart contracts

Huge Payment Processing Fee

Near to zero transactional costs

Middleman adds to the cost

Goldario enables trustless transactions through Smart Contracts

Lower Liquidity and East Exit

Goldario offers liquidity and easy exit opportunity by enabling the exchange
of GLD Tokens in third party exchanges and peer to peer exchange

Non-Transparent Revenue Sharing

With Goldario, you get access to a potential business with multi-stream revenue
and periodic rewards (dividends), all in a trustless and transparent manner.

WHY CHOOSE GOLDARIO?
1

Futuristic business model
2

Goldario is a project of:

ESC Management AS
(A public limited company in Estonia)
Registration no.: 14524244 - Roseni
13, 10111 Tallinn, Estonia

Revenue Sharing through rewards
An expert team and advisory board

3
4

Earn passive income through periodic rewards
(dividends) on your purchase (Investment)
5

Established infrastructure and ready operations
6

Self-sustainable operations
7

Transparent transactions
8

www.goldario.com

Multi revenue in-streams

